Adaptive responses of vertebrate neurons to anoxia--matching supply to demand.
Oxygen depleted environments are relatively common on earth and represent both a challenge and an opportunity to organisms that survive there. A commonly observed survival strategy to this kind of stress is a lowering of metabolic rate or metabolic depression. Whether metabolic rate is at a normal or a depressed level the supply of ATP (glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation) must match the cellular demand for ATP (protein synthesis and ion pumping), a condition that must of course be met for long-term survival in hypoxic and anoxic environments. Underlying a decrease in metabolic rate is a corresponding decrease in both ATP supply and ATP demand pathways setting a new lower level for ATP turnover. Both sides of this equation can be actively regulated by second messenger pathways but it is less clear if they are regulated differentially or even sequentially with the onset of anoxia. The vertebrate brain is extremely sensitive to low oxygen levels yet some species can survive in oxygen depleted environments for extended periods and offer a working model of brain survival without oxygen. Hypoxia tolerant vertebrate brain will be the primary focus of this review; however, we will draw upon research involving hypoxia/ischemia tolerance mechanisms in liver and heart to offer clues to how brain can tolerate anoxia. The issue of regulating ATP supply or demand pathways will also be addressed with a focus on ion channel arrest being a significant mechanism to reduce ATP demand and therefore metabolic rate. Furthermore, mitochondria are ideally situated to serve as cellular oxygen sensors and mediator of protective mechanisms such as ion channel arrest. Therefore, we will also describe a mitochondria based mechanism of ion channel arrest involving ATP-sensitive mitochondrial K(+) channels, cytosolic calcium and reaction oxygen species concentrations.